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ktbrien 4 hours ago

At first sight it looks like the two appendages might be legs of an astronaut. Wondering if

someone got "exited" into space. Those Russians can be pretty mean - especially if

they're drinking Vodka ;-) But seriously it does kind of look like legs to me and they are in

white bulky suits....idk.

Reply  ·  

wowforreeel 4 hours ago

The first bit I saw was the weird morphing bit and there person I got it from said

it looked like the Loch Ness monster, lol. 3 diff. explanations from NASA, one of
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Not sure of the date but there's much more to the video I haven't

shown here with TONS of other objects and weirdness (maybe

later). "It's a washer." "It's a handle." "It's a large wrench" are just a

few of the explanations supposedly given by NASA.

From the submitter - "I can't believe NASA let's these videos out."

You decide! Cool enough for me and unless anyone recovered the

'wrench' will we ever know for sure?
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them has to be right, right?

Reply  ·   in reply to ktbrien

Timothy Coon 8 minutes ago

Swamp gas reflected off of Venus :-P

Reply  ·  

jeansprettypups 1 hour ago

my goodness it was when they took off the pump they lost more antifreeze

Reply  ·  

Madam Vonkook 1 hour ago

for some reason I am inclined to think this is space junk but who knows ?So great to see

you My friend ..I hope all is well with you

Reply  ·  

toobphish 2 hours ago

Thanks for this video, WFR! It is interesting that NASA seems less reticent about releasing

recordings of this type; less that is, than they used to be. Perhaps it's just me, but I have

come to regard disclosure of the existence of ETs by NASA or the BSpres as an enormous

yawn! I'd be more excited if they disclosed that there is no Santa Claus! Either of the

aforementioned disclosures will be met with a resounding, "Duhhhhhh"! But NASA must

catch up to the public, after all, they are our Leader!

Reply  ·  

BAMBadAssMusic 3 hours ago

I hope you upload the other weird stuff too. LOL I wonder what that thing was.

Reply  ·  

Claude McGovern 3 hours ago

Looks like a Walmart plastic bag to me. ;-)

Reply  ·  

MrBallbuster82 4 hours ago

Space snakes

Reply  ·  

AetherTransit7ox 4 hours ago

Space herpes....
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